Txoko
El Txoko of LeSept
Terms of use
The leasing of El Txoko of LeSept will be subject to the General Contracting Terms of LeSept (published
on this web site) and the following Terms of Use. These terms will automatically be considered to be
incorporated into the contract that is signed with G DE BELESAR, S.L., without it being necessary to
have a written transcription of this.
Access to El Txoko of LeSept will be via Quirincosta street no. 2 of Belesar. The town square, where
parking is available, is located a few metres from this entrance.
The leasing of El Txoko of LeSept, for the people who are not accommodated in the apartments, will
exclusively grant a right to use the kitchen, the vending area, the bathrooms and the courtyard located
opposite them. In no case will the leasing involve the right of use of the rest of the estate or of the car
park area.
The premises is fully fitted out: air conditioning, central heating, kitchen and professional oven, microwave,
roasting spit, refrigerator, ice machine, Nespresso machine, dish washer, kitchen utensils, crockery,
tableware, etc. and it has the basic products for cooking: oil, vinegar, salt, sugar, etc. Diligent use must
be made of the facilities, keeping them in the condition in which they were provided in. In the event
of breakages and defects taking place which go beyond the ordinary use of the facilities, the costs
arising from these will be paid by the lessor. The relevant invoice will be invoiced for the sum of these
costs, and these will be charged on the credit card.
No animals are allowed at El Txoko of LeSept.

Food, drink and supply service
Users can take the food that they are going to prepare, along with their drinks.
The firewood for the spit and the gas for the kitchen and the oven will be supplied by LeSept and this
is included in the Price. When you arrive, if you are going to use the roast, you should inform us about
this so that we can make the firewood available to you.
The client can also make use of our “Shopping List” service. This service will enable someone who has
made a reservation, with the necessary notice, to instruct us to buy the food and drink at his/her
expense that s/he informs us of in the relevant list. We will charge a 10% commission of the full amount
for this service, with a minimum of 10 Euros.
We have a selection of wines, sparkling drinks, liquors, soft drinks and aperitifs at your disposal that
can be ordered at any time. Our offer of products and their prices can be seen on this web site.
We offer the possibility of preparing dishes that are made to order, or we can also take on the contracting
of a cook, a kitchen assistant, waiters and any other staff who you may need. We have various possibilities
and so it is necessary to consult us.
See the cancellation and non-appearance policy in our General Contracting Terms.
Schedules
The leasing can be made at lunchtime, dinner time or for a full day.
Lunchtime is from 11:00 to 18:00 hours. Dinnertime is from 18:30 to 01:30 hours. For the full day the
schedule will be split into the two earlier time segments. When these times have passed, it will be
necessary to vacate the facilities.
Af ter 22.00 hours, users must control their volume and avoid irritating noises.

Txoko
Capacity
El Txoko of LeSept has the capacity of up to 24 seated persons inside the building of the kitchen. There
is a possibility of increasing this capacity by putting up tables in the courtyard or in the vending area.
This increase in capacity will entail an extra surcharge in the rate. Consult us about these matters.

Cleaning service
These premises must be left as tidy as possible, putting away the utensils, cutlery, crockery and
glassware. All use of El Txoko of LeSept includes the cleaning service. This service will be billed by
hours, being adjusted to those that are necessary, with a minimum of two and a half hours. The hourly
rate of this service will be that which appears in the rates published on this web site.

